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Foreword

None of the answers in this quiz book involve anything in the least bit difficult.
You may have to hold up an ace to keep declarer out of the dummy. When you
lead from A9762 against 3NT and partner wins with the K from K103, you
may have to hold up your A on the second round to allow partner to reach your
hand later. These are basic techniques, used by all good defenders, and are easy
to master.
Sometimes you will say to yourself ‘I don’t think we can beat this contract
unless partner holds the A.’ In that case you must assume that partner does hold
the A. Go ahead and play a club! It is better to grasp even a small chance than
to sit back and allow the contract to make.
Some defensive problems are tough enough to tax the hardiest of experts.
You will not find any such problems in this book. All those here can be solved by
thinking clearly and applying basic techniques such as ‘second hand plays low’ and
‘third hand plays high’. We will also show you how to decide whether to cover an
honor with an honor.
We address all the important basic techniques of defense against suit and
notrump contracts, including signaling and discarding. Once you have mastered
these, you can be sure that your defense will be better than that of most of the
players you face.
Perhaps there will be problems that you do not get right first time. Excellent!
After reading our explanation of the correct defense, you will get the problems
right the second time you try them. You will also beat the contract whenever you
encounter such situations at the table. Improving your game is the aim of a book
like this.
When we introduce technical bridge terms for the first time, they appear in
bold type, like this. The Glossary at the end of the book has a list of these terms
for easy reference. An asterisk (*) in the bidding diagram denotes a conventional
bid in common usage that requires no further explanation, such as Stayman.
The time has come for you to read the introductory material and then attempt
the first problem. Good luck, remember to think carefully about how the contract
might be defeated and (more important, really)… enjoy yourself!
Barbara Seagram and David Bird
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PART I
The Basics of Defense

1
Which Card Should I Play?
If playing good bridge were just a matter of remembering a set of rules, such as ‘play
low in the second seat’, it would be a dull old game. To defend well, you need
to be a good detective! You must observe everything that happens: the bidding,
partner’s opening lead, the fall of the cards and partner’s signals. You then have to
think clearly to determine the best chance of defeating the contract.
Fortunately, there are some useful guidelines to help you make the best play on
each trick. In this introductory chapter, we will look at a few of them.

Play high in third seat
When your partner leads a low card to a trick, it is usually right to play high in the
third seat. Suppose declarer is playing in 4 and your partner (West) leads the 2
in this position:
			
 Q 10 8 2
			

 743
 K965
 AJ

Partner is very unlikely to hold the A, it’s true, but it is still vital that you play the
K in third seat. Declarer (South) will win with the A but your partner’s Q will
take a trick subsequently.
Suppose you made the mistake of not playing your king. Declarer would thank
his lucky stars and win with the jack, scoring an undeserved second trick in the
suit.
What should you do when your suit is headed by two (or more) touching
honors?
			
 K982
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West leads the 2 and you should play the lower (or lowest) of touching honors in
the third seat. Here you will play the J and declarer will win with the A.
Look at the position from your partner’s seat now. He knows that you hold
the Q! If you didn’t, declarer would hold the AQ and would have won the first
trick with the queen instead of the ace. When your partner is next on lead, he will
know that it is safe to continue playing clubs.
Suppose the cards lie differently:
			
 K982
			

 743
 Q 10 5
 AJ6

Again West leads the 2 but this time you play the Q, won by declarer’s ace.
Since you would have played the lower of touching honors, West knows that you
do not hold the J. If he subsequently wins a trick in some other suit, he will
realize that it is unsafe to continue clubs. (Whether West played the K next or a
lower club, he would allow declarer to score an undeserved trick with the J.) He
should therefore switch to a different suit.
The situation is not so straightforward when dummy holds an honor in the
suit that has been led:
			
 K952
			

 Q73
 AJ6
 10 8 4

Suppose West leads the 2 and a low card is played from the dummy. Which card
should you play from the East hand?
If you play the A, dummy’s Q will score a trick later in the play. Even
though you cannot be sure who holds the K, you should keep your ace to deal
with dummy’s queen. You should play the J on the first round. When the cards
lie as in the diagram, the jack will win and the defenders can then score further
tricks with the ace and king.
Suppose that South holds the K instead of West:
			
 10 9 5 2
			

 Q73
 AJ6
 K84

West leads the 2, as before, and it is still right to play the J on the first round.
South will make a trick with the king, but that will be all. If instead you play the
A, declarer will score two diamond tricks, with the king and the queen.
Let’s look at two more positions where you are sitting over the dummy.
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 10 8 7 4
			

 AQ6
 KJ3
 952

Your partner, West, leads the 4. If declarer plays the 6 from dummy, you should
of course win with the J rather than the K. You win with the cheapest card
available. By doing so, you will retain the K over dummy’s AQ, preventing
declarer from scoring a second club trick.
This is a bit more complicated:
			
 J874
			

 AQ6
 K 10 3
 952

Again your partner leads the 4 and the 6 is played from dummy. Which card
should you play in the East seat?
We will see in a later chapter that partner’s lead of a low spot card suggests that
he holds an honor in the suit. (A high spot-card lead would be ‘top of nothing’,
denying an honor.) Since partner’s honor can only be the J, you should play the
10 on the first round. This card wins the trick, as you expected, and you still have
your K sitting over dummy’s tenace.
Now we will see some typical situations when you are in the third seat (for a
particular trick) sitting over the declarer.
			
 Q84
			

 AJ6
 K 10 7 3
 952

You are in the West seat now. Early in the play, your partner (East) has cleverly
worked out that the defenders will need some spade tricks to beat the contract.
Despite the fact that he can see the AJ6, he switches to the 3 (a low card to
let you know that he holds at least one honor in the suit). If you incorrectly play
the 8, declarer will win with the J and score two tricks in the suit. Instead you
should play ‘third hand high’, rising with the Q. Dummy’s A wins the trick
but your partner’s K10 will then be worth two tricks, positioned over the J6 in
dummy.
			
 AJ4
			

 K63
 10 9 8 2
 Q75

East leads the 10 and South plays the 5. Which card will you play from the
West hand? If you mistakenly play the A, declarer will score two diamond tricks.
Follow with the 4 instead and he can score only one trick, with dummy’s K.
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